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21st April 2021 : 1200
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21st July 2021 : 1200
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21st October 2021 : 1200
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21st January 2021 : 1600
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21st April 2021 : 1600
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21st July 2021 : 1600
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21st October 2021 : 1600
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Density and Amenity Studies
The Design Review Panel recommended we review the emerging design to check the proposed density would not
yield undesirable housing amenity standards with regards to visual and physical privacy, security, neighbourhoods
etc. We have done this and found it is only on the hillside zone and the new Bartons (stepped pedestrian streets of
circa 6m width) which merited closer consideration and this is illustrated on the following pages
This study shows two floors of the buildings with facades 6m apart. As noted, some are apartments, some flats and
others maisonettes. Through considered placing of rooms, windows and balconies we have concluded acceptable
amenity can be provided, not atypical of housing already in the most characterful parts of Frome.
Also illustrated are several examples of higher density urban living that have been valued in the recent Housing
Design Awards, alongside some of Frome’s historic town centre housing.
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Communal corridor access to apartments
Apartment living spaces at the
end of the blocks to achieve
the most natural light

Apartment living spaces at the
end of the blocks to achieve
the most natural light

Entrance to
apartment
building

Potential for upper level
external spaces that span
between buildings

Width 6m

Public Route with private terraces and
planting spaces to either side

Maisonette with corner
aspect

Main living spaces of the smaller block are oriented away from the apartment
building but with front doors facing onto the barton as well as secondary spaces
and circulation

Barton sketch GF
Living spaces are situated to the ends of
the blocks or overlooking open spaces
opposite to apartment buildings.
Semi-private terraces line the Barton to
animate and also provide protection and
separation from public realm

N
Ground Floor study of Barton routes
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A V E N U E

Maisonettes with dual
aspect.
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G A R S D A L E

Upper Ground Floor will be parking courtyard on this side

Communal corridor access to apartments
Apartment living spaces at the
end of the blocks to achieve
the most natural light

Apartment living spaces at the
end of the blocks to achieve
the most natural light

Balcony

Upper Floor have 2 Bed aparments

Single and corner aspect
apartments

Optional terrace

Windows oriented considering routes into rooms and
views across bartons to limit
overlooking.

Single and corner aspect
maisonettes

SF - Self contained apartment with private terrace facing to
open space and South

Double and corner aspect apartment

FF - Main living spaces of the smaller block are oriented
away from the apartment building but with front doors
facing onto the barton as well as secondary spaces and
circulation

Barton sketch Upper Floors
Living spaces are situated to the ends of
the blocks or overlooking open spaces
opposite to apartment buildings.

Double aspect maisonette

Windows of bedroooms oriented to limit
overlooking

First Floor study of Barton routes

N
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Examples of higher density living
On the page opposite and the following pages are some examples of higher density living where
buildings often find themselves in close quarters. In each of these examples, various techniques have
been used to ensure privacy and also encourage interaction.

Scheme : 23s George Street
Location : London

Scheme : St Andrews Riverside
Location : Tiverton
Architect : Mikhail Riches & Cathy Hawley
This scheme uses a variety of heights and
close proximity to create intimate spaces. In
some cases, private spaces are linked at high
level.

Architect : Mark Fairhurst Architects
Buildings up to 3 storeys are closer than 5m apart.
Careful orientation of windows and rooms maintains
privacy.
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Scheme : Ironworks
Scheme : Scala Yard

Location : Leeds

Location : York

Architect : Nick Brown Architects Ltd

Architect : DLA Design

All units have some private amenity space. 3 and
4 storey houses are close to 7 storey apartment
blocks.

private houses with shared access space have roof
top terraces for private amenity. Large directional
windows are some 3m from neighbouring
buildings.
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Frome’s historic housing
Here are some examples of existing housing in Frome, some central and others closer to
the edge of the historic town. Many of these have very close frontages and in some cases
courtyard spaces with very close windows.

Figure 1.76: Catherine hill has upper floor residential units some 5m apart from
units on the other side of the street.

Figure 1.74: The Shepards Barton has residential units some 6m apart. Buildings
are up to 3 storeys and may of these have deep internal plans.
Figure 1.77: Catherine hill and Paul Street junction

Figure 1.75: Residential courtyard on Selwood Road. Close proximity of tall units
and inhabitation of communal space

Figure 1.78: Paul Street. Residential and commercial units inclose
proximity to opposite (albeit windowless) facades.
18073_U01_016_P1
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Figure 1.79: Whittox Lane. Tall houses are close to their neighbours with some
ground floor units single aspect.

Figure 1.80: Gentle street sets historic buildings up to 5m apart with a variety of
heights stepping down the hillside.
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Figure 1.81: Selwood Road. The Selwood printing works building, now residential
on the left and smaller terrace houses to the right.

Net Density
The Net residential density of dwellings on the proposed site has been calculated using current methods for mixed
use sites and is shown below. There are 2 figures here, one where the Public park has been included within the site
area and one where it has not be included. This allows us to review the density in light of the close, usable amenity
space. The public park space has been shown in green on the drawing opposite.

Net Density of Saxonvale site including the public park space - 70 dwellings per hectare
Net Density of Saxonvale site excluding the public park space - 85 dwellings per hectare

For comparison we have reviewed the Trinity area of Frome to see what density this characterful, residential area
which is close to the centre of Frome. The area shown in the image below is approximately 4.8hectares and a simple
review suggests in the region of 300 dwellings. Therefore, the Net Density of the Trinity area shown is approximately
62 dwellings per hectare.
In the Trinity neighbourhood the predominant housing type is the terrace. At Saxonvale apartments will predominate..

Figure 1.82: Site plan of proposed Saxonvale development with Public
Open Space shown green

Figure 1.83: Aerial plan of the Trinity area of Frome showing the area
used for approximate density calculation.
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Garsdale Avenue
This is an unusually large site and there is no practical or sensible alternative to accessing it primarily from the
road known as Garsdale. Making this route from the east the only route for vehicles to the carparks on or due
west of Saxonvale, and for all delivery vehicles to the stores close to these car parks, offers very considerable
benefits to the user quality and safety of the historic street known as Vicarage Street.
We have considered several options for routing a road across the Saxonvale site from Garsdale Hill. The
gradient of the southern part of the site is too great to propose a road along the contour. The presence of the
Western Warehouse also rules this out. Garsdale already turns to the west at the foot of the hillslope and the
road proposed is an extension of this.
The map of Frome’s existing development areas does not suggest a road here, or anywhere north of here, will
be a particularly strong desire line. The masterplan will include both the improved conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists in Vicarage Street, and a completely new level “on contour” route passing directly south of the Silk Mill,
and emerging near the top of Garsdale Hill. Both of these routes will offer more direct access to a larger area of
Frome’s existing development than any of the routes through the housing streets due east of Saxonvale.
With two alternative, almost parallel pedestrian and cycle routes, this Garsdale extension east/west route will
not generate the sort of user flows of any typical radial routes from a town centre. But in the design it will have
a much better considered user quality, with a wide pavement, separated from the extended road by lines of
vegetation and trees. Off street car parking has now been removed completely from the western part of it. There
will be seats, and demarcated crossing points serving the several pedestrian desire lines across it passing north
and south.
One option we considered was to place the road serving the carparks and retail stores onto a line due north of
all the Saxonvale development .But we concluded this would deny all of the housing on the flood plain area the
easy, safe and neighbourhood building access to the new public park so important to the lifestyle qualities Acorn
seek to bring here. It would also be detrimental to the qualities of the vehicle free links into the new Park along
the sites’ eastern boundary with the Fisher’s Brook neighbourhood.
Any route passing further south of here would similarly affect these latter pedestrian and cycle connections.
But it would also separate off the housing north of it ,denying it the opportunity to build a quality and scale of
neighbourhood so important the Placemaking ambitions of Acorn on Saxonvale.
Other routes could be used that allow the road to snake more sinuously across the site .But this would place the
convenience of vehicular users above those of non-vehicular ones and make driver speed harder to control. Most
towns consist of broadly rectangular development blocks. One reason for this that it creates optimum choice of
routes for pedestrians. Now in the form of roads such routes work to offer vehicular access to their commercial
and other frontage users. They define what towns look like and how they are used and we see no sound case
here for breaking away from this pattern.
The development of the design character and strategic landscaping of the Garsdale extension has been further
advanced in the September Masterplan amendments and visualisations and can be seen in a more detailed
sketch plan to the left, which shows the broad pedestrian routes and potential variety in planting, materials and
pedestrian spaces.

etch / Vision Plan

0.4m
rUbbing

municate design intentions. It shows potential to increase the
oving parallel parking bays from the avenue and replacing
t

onsultation and approval

3m Pavement
with services

Linear
swale

1m
rUbbing

2.5m
road

The design proposes green infrastructure zones between the development to north and south, flanking
pavements on both sides .It also proposes landscaped belts between pavement and carriageway ,both
containing street trees . The wide landscape belt to the south is shown incorporating a linear swale at its centre
.This is used to hold and regulate the movement of rainfall water through the site and diversify the flora and fauna
that can inhabit this zone.

0.4m
rUbbing

2.5m
road

2m Pavement

We believe the Reserved Matters stage design work will show the Garsdale extension to offer a most attractive
N
route for the neighbourhoods it will serve. In the scheme those to the south and the north of this road are well
balanced for size, something important to successful development phasing and to social neighbourhood building.
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Figure 1.84: Sketch plan and section views of the Garsdale Avenue
Garsdale Avenue Sketch Plan
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Figure 1.85: View of the Garsdale Avenue from the east, neighbouring the Swale
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18073 Saxonvale, Frome
Artists impression (subject to detailed planning approval) of the view of proposed riverside cafe,
play equipment and park - towards River Frome and Willow Vale
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Figure 1.86: View of the approach to the Riverside Park from the new play area close to the foot of the road known as Saxonvale, with proposed Park Café to right.
18073_U01_016_P1
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Summary of Character Areas Envisaged for
the Saxonvale Redevelopment

areas) using brick, rubble stone, painted render and timber. But with the bulkier apartment buildings the emerging
designs have some echoes back to the simplicity of industrial buildings with an industrial era refreshed with a more
contemporary materials palette, but one constrained by the location’s association with established historic areas.
Roofscape, scale, orientation and form are expected to be very much determined by optimising potential for solar
photovoltaics.

The Design and Access Statement supporting the outline planning application has a section entitled The Character
of the Scheme. This identifies 3 zones; West Saxonvale, Hillside and Parkside, using the masterplan and 3 models
to illustrate the placemaking characteristics on theses areas. It was followed by another section entitled “Saxonvale:
What Will It Look Like? This used photographs of built projects elsewhere alongside 3D model studies to illustrate
building form in relation to landscape, topography, building scale, roofscape and the relationship with the main axis
movement through the scheme.

On Parkside zone a broadly flat site allows for more formal architectural qualities and a larger scale of urban
block grain. This brings larger spaces between buildings so landscape spaces and more and larger trees will be
in evidence. This part of the site is intended to contain more housing in terraced form, articulated by taller roughly
cubic apartment blocks. Located furthest from the historic town this zone has more opportunity to respond to
contemporary design influences. Frome has a history of colour in its wool dyeing industries so we would like
householders to have the opportunity to paint their houses, needing a predominance of render for such buildings.
Elsewhere with the apartment buildings we envisage a freer and bolder materials palette with the intention of
creating for Frome a distinctive residential quarter celebrating its unusual relationship with the new riverside park.
This is likely to included brick, metal cladding or possibly with some timber.

The DRP commented that we could have gone further in demonstrating understanding of how these character zones
would look. We have been reluctant to get ahead of the contextual consideration each part of the site will need at the
reserved matters stage where the function and operational context of each building will come into focus for its design
team. The following statement has been written to explain the thinking we expect to be taken into these reserved
matters, built form and design studies.

Each such zone will develop its own public realm boundary language with landscaping principles bound together by
site wide elements too.

The 3 zones we have identified are defined principally by their differing topography and urban context.
The most significant thing about the zone we have identified as West Saxonvale is that it immediately adjoins the
town centre urban edge. Here through the contingencies of history the area remained undeveloped against the tight
streets of the medieval core largely until the mid-20th century. This portion of the site has both a steeply sloping
portion and a level portion that will be crossed by many pedestrian routes. At the higher end, it is defined by its
relationship with many listed buildings, their curtilage walls and trees. At the lower by its relationship with what will
become parkland and the well treed landscape of the river corridor.
The main character driver of this area is to respect and bring added status to the history and urban form of the Silk
Mill whose setting to the north and its curtilage space is already defined to a high degree by the enclosing wing
of Western warehouse on one side and the abattoir buildings on the other. Here built form and scale have been
conceived to create a “greater space” dominated by the Silk Mill at its wider southern hilltop end and framing a view
line to and from the riverside landscape between large industrial scale new building blocks at its northern end. The
character of this zone will be reminiscent of some of the industrial quarters of many 18th and 19th century industrial
towns in which factory scale buildings and an industrial era derived set of design metaphors are proposed to frame
new public open spaces. Our expectation is that materials here will also be drawn from an industrial era palette of
brick, metal, render, and some stone.
Roofscapes will be defined predominantly by the optimisation of PV potential which echoes the north light saw tooth
roof forms of the industrial era when light from the north rather than sun from the south was the driver. There is scope
here too for some bold and non-traditional materials to help characterise the current era of employment that is driving
the use and predominant in this zone.
In the Hillside zone the grid of roads and footpaths has been laid over the topography to give a high level of
crosstown accessibility linking with established networks beyond the site. The prevailing slope of circa 1 in 9 average
means that building forms will inevitably be more fragmented and stepped and retaining walls and retaining garden
boundaries will be much more in evidence. Where such topography occurs buildings and their ancillary spaces
consciously step up hillsides bringing particular qualities of character to both horizontal streets and steep pathways.
Roofscape becomes much more evident and so too does landscaping with glimpses being offered into gardens
across them to more distant views.
Frome along with many other historic towns provides good evidence of how topography dictates urban form and
character in such areas. One characteristic of hillside Frome now is how areas of clearly residential use and scale
often contain larger scale and bulkier industrial buildings. .Often factories and mills were built with the housing for
their workforce alongside This juxtaposition between the two use types shows in our massing studies so far .Where
these larger apartment building forms occur, they will all be viewed as defined by how they cut into the hillside and
boundary walls and intermediate landscape define their settings. Balconies and roof decks will add to their visual
interest as secondary elements.
We see the material palette on the hillside as more traditional (at least in the more fragmented and obviously housing
18073_U01_016_P1
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Eastern boundary treatment
The masterplan and parameter plans have been changed to show retention of the unpaved ground between the
boundary and the site that contains the present tree belt, planted into an earth berm. The proposal agreed with the
MDC tree officer is that the condition and prognosis of the existing trees here is reviewed by an arboriculturalist. This
will produce a future tree management plan that will anticipate the removal of some trees that risk growing too large
and their replacement by others, over a period of years, so ensuring sufficient continuity of cover for shelter and
biodiversity over the long term. This will be handled through the discharge of specific planning condition.
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Masterplan amended to indicate retention of planted
landscape edge
Existing tarmac areas used for parking and new street
formed

Figure 1.87: Masterplan extract showing the eastern site boundary
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Imagery © 2019 Google, Imagery © Getmapping plc, Infoterra Ltd & bluesky, Maxar technologies, Mapdata©2019

Figure 1.88: Image showing the proposed site plan overlaid onto a Google map image
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